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Nitrogen Filter Concept
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Some nitrogen can be
trapped in the filter

Air input contains
21% oxygen,
78% nitrogen, and
1% other gases.

Some nitrogen
can be trapped in
the filter
Oxygen is not
trapped, and flows
freely from the input
of the filter to the
output of the filter.

Result: The filter functions as an OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR, providing a higher
concentration of oxygen in the output of the filter.

Applications
Respirators for divers and firemen
Oxygen concentrators for COPD patients

Features
Lower cost than mechanical oxygen concentrators.
More reliable; no electrical power needed.
Lighter weight than mechanical systems.
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Below is shown a liquid-phase filter. that can use liquid chemical reactions to sequester the nitrogen.

This embodiment can use liquid chemical reactions to sequester the nitrogen, and allow the oxygen to
flow to the output. The size can be much smaller than the unit shown in the above figure.
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The filtered air can deliver oxygen-rich air to the human using
standard methods
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with a cannula

or, with respirator masks
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Appendix A -- How nitrogen is removed from air; SOTA

When you cool gases they turn into liquids - just like when you heat liquids the turn into gases (for
example boiling water to make steam) To turn air into a liquid you have to cool it a lot ( -196deg C / 320F ), this takes a serious piece of industrial equipement. Then because nitrogen and oxygen turn into
liquids at different temperatures you can heat the liquid air up until one of them (oxygen first) boils off,
you ae then left with nitrogen, as chroot described. This is called distilling and is exactly the same
process as boiling off water to keep the alcohol when making whiskey - that's why they are called distilleries. On a small scale you could also find some chemical that reaction with nitrogen but not oxygen and
have that 'use-up' all the nitrogen in a sample, leaving just the oxygen. I can't think of anything suitable most things react with oxygen better than with nitrogen.
Reference https://www.physicsforums.com/threads/how-do-i-remove-nitrogen-from-air.242317/
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https://info.inogen.com/brand.php?num=855-2166665&campaign=SEMGB_INO&adid=290934857684&kw=portable+oxygen+machine&pmt=b&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIkbSt8ZKk3QIVCL7ACh21xw9CEAAYASAAEgLa0fD_BwE
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https://info.usoxygensales.com/
?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIkbSt8ZKk3QIVCL7ACh21xw9CEAAYAiAAEgJaDvD_BwE
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Oxygen concentrators are expensive
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Appendix B-- Nitrogen filter technology exists
Gas Filters, Gas Purifiers, Molecular Sieves & More - Praxair
www.praxair.com/.../gas-purifiers-and-filters
At Praxair, we offer a full line of filters and purifiers to reduce solids, liquids and contaminants in your
gases, giving you purer gas with a higher quality.
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Chemical Pharmaceutical Manufacturing | 3M
www.3m.com › … › Bioprocessing › Bioprocessing Solutions
3M offers innovative advanced depth filter systems and membrane-based separation media for chemical
pharmaceutical manufacturing. Review our products here.

https://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/Pubs/337-093.pdf
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Appendix C -- Nitrogen gas filters are expensive

http://www.globalfiltration.com/products-1/global-filtration-parker-hannifin/nitrogen-gas-filters?Page=2&Items=12
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R&D Challenge -- develop nitrogen filter technology
The current state of the airt for oxygen concentrators is that nitrogen is removed from air
using expensive cryo-distillation methods. For more information, please see Appendix
A -- How nitrogen is removed from air; SOTA.
Some nitrogen filter technology exists. For more information, please see Appendix B-Nitrogen filter technology exists.
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Currently, nitrogen gas filters are expensive. For more information, please see Appendix
C -- Nitrogen gas filters are expensive.
Summary: A low-cost, simple nitrogen filter is needed, and can be the goal of a
research project beginning with the concepts described in this document.

Technical Collaboration is invited.
Contact information for engineers and chemists; and product
development specialists:
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